Introduction
Down syndrome is caused by the presence in an individual of three copies of gene loci in the critical 21q22 region of chromosome 21 (Summitt 1981) and is usually taken to be due to meiotic nondisjunction (or anaphase lag) leading to trisomy 21. Cytogenetic studies of heteromorphisms associated with the short arm of chromosome 21 have shown that in 80% of cases the additional chromosome in trisomy 21 is maternal in origin (reviewed by Juberg and Mowrey 1983) . The usefulness of cytogenetic heteromorphisms in the analysis of chromo-*Present address and address for offprint requests: Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Michigan, Medical School, Room 3520, MSRB I, 1150 West Medical Center Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA somal nondisjunction is limited, however, by three technical problems. First, in most cases, results are based on the subjective evaluation of chromosomal heteromorphisms and thus even if the scoring is performed by independent observers, it is possible that some assignments of nondisjunction will be wrong (Carothers 1987) . Second, cytogenetic analysis of Qbanding heteromorphisms is informative in only 50% of cases. When combined with the nucleolus-organizing region (NOR)-silver staining technique, this figure rises to 80% (Mikkelsen et al. 1980) , but this still leaves one-fifth of cases in which the origin of nondisjunction cannot be determined. Third, recombination resulting from crossing-over between the centromere and the short-arm markers could lead to errors in localisation of the nondisjunction event to a specific meiotic division.
The use of restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers to analyse nondisjunction overcomes two of these problems. Detection of allelic variation using RFLPs is objective and it is usually clear from the relative dosage of allels which chromosome is present in more than one copy in the DNA of the child. Further, the availability of numerous polymorphic DNA markers from chromosome 21 should allow the origin of the additional chromosome to be determined in most, if not all, cases. There is thus a need for multiple polymorphic chromosome 21 probes and ideally these would be as close to the centromere as possible to minimise errors in ascertainment due to recombination. These markers can also be used to construct a genetic linkage map of the chromosome, and expressed sequences localised to the critical region may be of importance in the study of the pathogenesis of Down syndrome.
We report here the isolation and regional localisation of thirteen single-copy DNA sequences on chromosome 21 and the use of one of these probes, in conjunction with four previously described polymorphic chromosome 21 probes, to analyse nondisjunction in Down syndrome families.
Materials and methods

Materials
Restriction enzymes were obtained from Bethesda Research Laboratories. DNA samples were radiolabelled by the random primer method (Feinberg and Vogelstein 1983) , using unlabelled dATP, dGTP, and TTP from Sigma, hexadeoxyribonucleotides from Pharmacia, and Klenow enzyme from Northumbria Biologicals; [ct-S2P]-dCTP was obtained from Amersham, as was Hybond-N nylon membrane.
Recombinant DNA library/isolation of probes
The recombinant library used was prepared by flow-sorting from a human diploid fibroblast cell line at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Fuscoe et al. 1986 ). Chromosome 21 DNA was isolated, digested with the restriction enzyme HindIII, and cloned into the bacteriophage vector Charon 21A. The average insert size is 4.0 kb, with an estimated 34% of clones being nonrecombinants (Fuscoe 1987) . Screening of the library and isolation and labelling of probes were performed as described by Gillard et al. (1987) .
Southern hybridization
Preparation, digestion, and Southern analysis of DNA samples were performed as described in Gillard et al. (1987) . Filters were exposed to X-ray film (Kodak XAR5) at -70°C with intensifying screens (Cronex/Du Pont). Exposure times ranged from 20 h to 7 days.
Cytogenetic analysis
Metaphase spreads were prepared from peripheral blood cultures and chromosome heteromorphisms of the parents and trisomic infants were compared using Q-banding (Caspersson et al. 1970 ). All five cases were examined directly under the microscope by two independent observers.
DNA probes
Probes pGSE8(D21S15), pGSH8(D21S17) and pGSM21 (D21S13) were obtained from Dr. Gordon Stewart and probe 10.2(D21S25) from Professor Peter Pearson. Details on polymorphisms detected can be found in Human Gene Mapping 9 (1987); mapping information on these probes is given in Table 2 .
Cell lines
The regions of chromosome 21 present in each hybrid cell line are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 . THYB133R is a mouse/human hybrid, a derivative of THYB133 (Goodfellow et al. 1980) , obtained from Dr. C. Bostock, and contains chromosome 21 as its only detectable human chromosome. AIWBf2 is a Chinese hamster/human hybrid, obtained from Professor P. Pearson, which contains the region 21q21-qter as part of a 12;21 translocation, originally derived from a patient carrying this rearranged chromosome. Unpublished results of Pearson et al. and our own results with other, well-characterised chromosome 21 DNA probes (e.g. Stewart et al. 1985) confirm that this is the only chromosome 21 material present in this hybrid. AHVI-17 was obtained from Professor D. Cox and contains the pter-q22.1 region of chromosome 21 as part of a 1;21 transloeation chromosome; the reciprocal translocation product and the normal chromosome 21 are not present (Korenberg 'et al. 1987) . BW5147 (Hyman and Stallings 1974 ) is a mouse cell line, obtained from Dr. P. Goodfellow. TrD2 is a human fibroblast cell line obtained from Dr. N. Carpenter with the chromosome constitution 45XX,-21+t(4;21)(p16.3,q21). One part of the reciprocal translocation is absent so this individual is essentially monosomic for the region 21pter-q21 (Carpenter et al. 1987 ). All other cell lines used were kindly provided by Professor D. Patterson and are described in Patterson et al. (1985) and Van Keuren et al. (1986a, b) , except ACEM2-90, which is described in Bradley et al. (1986) . It should be noted that "8q-" is a convenient laboratory abbreviation for this hybrid, the correct name being 13blS816-10-3 (Van Keuren et al. 1986b ).
Patients
In 22 of the Down syndrome families studied, the parents were attending the West of Scotland Regional Genetic Center for genetic counselling following the birth of a child with cytogenetically confirmed trisomy 21. DNA was obtained from peripheral blood samples from each parent and the child. In the other 11 families the trisomy 21 DNA sample was obtained from fetal cells, following prenatal diagnosis and termination of a Down syndrome fetus.
Results
Isolation of single-copy DNA sequences
We collected and purified 480 plaques that had failed to hybridize with total human genomie DNA, in the hope that these would contain low-or single-copy human DNA inserts. Of these, 120 were further characterised, and 23 clones containing insert DNA were identified. The inserts were then labelled and hybridized to human genomic DNA samples to identify single-copy sequences. In this way, 13 single-copy human DNA sequences were identified. These were characterised as described below.
Regional localisation of DNA sequences
Each of the single-copy DNA sequences were hybridized to the panel of somatic cell hybrids outlined in Fig. 1 , with the following results. Eight of the probes (JG121D21S85, JG22/D21S87, JG24/D21S88, JG63/D21S91, JG77/D21S93, JG81/D21S94, JGlO8/D21S99, JG373/D21SlO1) hybridized to all of the panel DNAs except lanes 3 and 7. This allows these sequences to be localised to the region of chromosome 21 absent from hybrid AHVI-17, which is 21q22.1-21qter. The remaining five probes (JG21/D21S86, JG621D21S90, JG72/D21S92, JG90/ D21S95, JG99/D21S97) hybridized to all of the panel DNAs except mouse DNA (lane 7). These sequences therefore map in the region of overlap between hybrids AIWBf2 (lane 2) and AHVI-17 (lane 3), defined cytogenetically as 21@1-21@2.1. Given the high degree of similarity between the hybridization patterns, results are presented in Fig. 1 only for probes JG373/D21S101 and JG72/D21S92, as representative examples of each group. The relative intensities of hybridization signal within each panel showed that despite our efforts, unequal amounts of DNA were present in each track and hence no conclusions on the regional localisation of DNA sequences could be drawn from difference in dosage of hybridization signal.
Increased accuracy of mapping using additional hybrids
Five of the probes were also mapped using a more extensive panel of hybrids, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . An example of the type of hybridization pattern found is shown for probe JG21/ D21S86. Probes JG72/D21S92 and JG901D21S95 showed an identical pattern of hybridization to this panel as found with JG21, confirming the localisation of all three to 21@1- (lanes 1-13) . b Autoradiograph showing hybridization of probe JG21/D21S86 to this panel 21q22.1, and moving the lower limit of this region to a slightly more proximal location, as defined by hybrid ACEM2-90 (lane 9). The only DNA samples to which probe JG77 (D21S93) did not hybridize were those in lanes 6, 7, 10, and 11. This allows the accurate localisation of this sequence to the region between the breakpoints of the hybrids AHVI-17 (lane 6) and 8q-(lane 7), which is 21@2.1-21@2.2. Probe JG373/D21S101 failed to hybridize with hybrids R2-10 (lane 5) and AHVI-17 (lane 6), and can be localised to a small region in the distal Fig. 3 .
Screening of probes for RFLPs
RFLP screening was carried out for eight of the probes (JG62/ D21S90, JG63/D21S91, JG72/D21S92, JG77/D21S93, JG81/ D21S94, JG90/D21S95, JG99/D21S97 and JG108/D21S99), using a total of 12 human genomic DNA samples of different ethnic origin and 20 restriction endonucleases. This revealed a total of five polymorphisms with four of the probes, details of which are given in Table 1 .
Analysis of nondisjunction in Down syndrome families
Parental origin. Of the 33 families examined using chromosome-21-1inked RFLP markers, the parental origin of the additional chromosome 21 was determined in 12 cases (36%). In 9 of these (75%), the extra chromosome was of maternal origin, while in the other 3 (25%) it was derived from the father. Five families were also analysed cytogenetically using Qbanding heteromorphisms, which proved informative in three cases. In each of these families the results obtained with the DNA markers were confirmed. Details of the RFLP and cytogenetic marker results are given in Table 2 , which also gives information on the parental ages. however, this information is provided by RFLP markers on the distal long arm of chromosome 21. Although recombination would not affect the determination of parental origin, it could lead to errors in assignment of nondisiunction to a specific meiotic division, and these four results must be considered provisional until confirmed or corrected using appropriate pericentromeric markers.
Demonstration of recombination between nondisjoined chromosomes 21.
Analysis of family 25-26-27 with the H8/BglII polymorphism shows that the additional chromosome 21 is of maternal origin (Fig. 4a) . The results obtained using JG77/ MspI confirm maternal origin of nondisjunction and localise the error to the second meiotic division (Fig. 4b) . The hybridization pattern obtained with the D21S13/TaqI marker provides no direct information regarding the parental origin of the extra chromosome, but given the prior knowledge that maternal nondisjunction has occurred in this family, the pattern and relative band intensities with this marker show nondisjunction to have taken place at the first maternal meiotic division (Fig. 4c) . Q-banding studies were also informative in this family and localised nondisjunction to the first maternal meiotic division. This apparent contradiction between the JG77 and pGSM21/Q-banding results demonstrates that recombination must have occurred between these two sets of markers prior to nondisjunction at the first maternal meiotic division in this family.
Discussion
Screening of this flow-sorted library has thus provided 13 single-copy DNA sequences, which map to five distinct regions on the long arm of chromosome 21. This brings the total number of 21-specific arbitrary DNA sequences to 112 (Pearson et al. 1987 ). In addition, 12 cloned genes have been assigned to this chromosome and of these genes and arbitrary DNA sequences, 38 detect one or more RFLPs (Pearson et al. 1987) . These polymorphic DNA sequences have important applications: analysis of the origin of nondisjunction, detection of recombination between nondisjoined chromosomes, and the construction of a genetic linkage map of chromosome 21, which in turn can be used to assign genetic traits to this chromosome. Of the 13 single-copy DNA probes described here, 5 were tested by Northern blot analysis (JG72/D21S92, JG77/D21S93, JG81/D21S94, JG90/D21S95, and JG108/D21S99). As described by Stefani et al. (1988) , probes JG77 and JG90 were shown to be expressed at an increased level in Down syndrome as compared to normal brain tissue. Given their regional localisation on chromosome 21 (see Fig. 3 ), the possibility exists that these sequences may represent parts of genes on chromosome 21 important in the pathogenesis of Down syndrome and Alzheimer's disease (St. George-Hyslop et al. 1987) , respectively. Further investigation of these two sequences is an obvious next step. During the course of the current project a total of 33 Down syndrome families were examined using five chromosome-21-specific RFLP markers, and although it was not possible to test every family with each probe, the parental origin of the additional chromosome was determined in 12 families (36%). The majority of cases showed maternal nondisiunction (9 families, 75%) as opposed to paternal nondisjunction (3 families, 25%). Due to the small sample size and the lack of an appropriate control population, we did not draw any conclusions regarding the relationship between parental age and nondisjunction based on these results. It is interesting, nevertheless, to note that in two of the cases showing paternal nondisjunction (7-8-9 and 31-32-33) , the age of the mother was significantly lower than the mean maternal age in the other informative families (Table 2 ). In family 90-91-92, which also showed paternal nondisjunction, the trisomy 21 DNA sample was obtained from a terminated trisomy 21 fetus. It could be argued, therefore, that this family is not representative of the total population at risk for nondisjunction, as the mother was selected for prenatal diagnosis because of her advanced age at the time of conception.
Four other groups have published data on RFLP analysis of nondisjunction in trisomy 21: details of these studies and of selected large cytogenetic studies are given in Table 3 . Although the sample size in the RFLP studies performed so far is relatively small, the proportions of maternal and paternal errors agree almost exactly with those obtained in the numerous studies of cytogenetic hetermorphisms. Both show that 80% of nondisjunction errors occurred in the mother, while the remaining 20% took place during paternal meioses.
Crossing-over between two nondisjoined chromosomes can be detected only when the parent of origin is heterozygous for two or more markers. An example of this type of pattern is presented here for family 25-26-27 (Fig. 4, Table 2 ), in which recombination must have occurred between the markers D21S13/TaqI and JG77/MspI, followed by nondisjunction at maternal meiosis I. These results demonstrate that recombination between the centromere and RFLP markers on the long arm of chromosome 21 can complicate the assignment of nondisjunction to a specific meiotic division using polymorphic DNA probes. The combination of cytogenetic and pericentromeric RFLP markers with polymorphic markers on the long arm of the chromosome should eliminate the confounding effects of such recombination. Similar crossover events are described in two of the five Down syndrome families studied by Stewart et al. (1988) and in four of the seven trisomy 13 families described by Hassold et al. (1987) .
In the recent paper by Antonarakis et al. (1986) , the authors estimated the levels of recombination on chromosomes 21 involved in normal meioses with those undergoing nondisjunction in 34 Down syndrome individuals, their parents, and normal siblings. They reported statistically significant reductions in the map distances associated with trisomy 21 and stated that recombination involving the two nondisjoined chromosomes was rarely detected. From these results it was suggested that recombination is reduced between those chromosomes 21 that undergo nondisjunction and that defective pairing may consequently be responsible for a large proportion of cases of trisomy 21. The results obtained in the present study and by other workers (Hassold et al. 1987; Stewart et al. 1988) , demonstrating recombination between nondisjoined chromosomes in a significant proportion of cases, suggest that pairing failure due to reduced recombination is not the only cause of autosomal trisomy. To fully investigate the possible relevance of aberrant recombination levels on nondisjunction, a large sample should be studied using both cytogenetic and pericentromeric RFLP markers in conjunction with RFLP markers spanning the whole length of the long arm of chromosome 21.
Of the five Down syndrome families analysed using Qbanding heteromorphism in this study, three proved to be informative and in each case the cytogenetic and RFLP results agreed (Table 2 ). In two families (16-17-18 and 28-29-30) cytogenetic analysis provided information on the meiotic stage of nondisjunction that was not available with the RFLP markers used here.
It is obvious that the use of a sufficiently large number of RFLP markers should allow the origin of the additional chromosome to be determined in every Down syndrome family, The studies mentioned above by Hassold et al. (1987) and Stewart et al. (1988) suggest that a different strategy might be just as productive. Both groups used a small proportion of the available polymorphic DNA markers in conjunction with cytogenetic techniques to analyse nondisjunction and were able to determine the parental origin of the extra chromosome in all cases tested.
